In What Biosphere Will
Bugs Thrive?
Grade Level
5-6
Classroom Time

Two or three 40-min. periods
Materials/Tools

Corrugated cardboard, cut in to shapes
Crayola® Glitter Glue Classpack®
Crayola Model Magic® Classpack
Crayola Overwriters® Markers
Crayola School Glue
Crayola Scissors
Crayola Watercolor Brushes
Crayola Watercolors
Magnifying glasses
Modeling tools
Natural materials such as feathers, twigs,
raffia, stones, leaves, or other found items
Oak tag, cut in 3" x 4" rectangles
Paper towels
Recycled I-liter or larger, clear plastic bottles
Recycled newspaper
Plastic coffee stirrers or chenille stems
Water containers

Objective

Students explore entomology, and then use their imaginations to create an insect
model that is contained inside an enclosed environment.
Teacher Preparation
Classroom Teacher: Collect and display close-up photographs of insects on one

half of a bulletin board and various types of natural environments where insects live
on the other half. Have push pins and yarn available for students to match the two.
Art Teacher: Collect and display human-made habitats in which insects are typically

contained for study or observation, such as simple cages, terrariums, ant farms, or
other closed containers. Include mounted insects as well; show live insects if possible.

Discussion Starters
Classroom Teacher: Ask students to study the bulletin board and use the yarn to

connect the insects to their habitats. Discuss the accuracy of the matches and list
attributes that make a habitat a healthy place for insects to thrive.
Art Teacher: Ask students to recall the facts they listed that link insects to their

natural habitats. Show and discuss artifacts or models that contain insects. Discuss
new designs that could be created inside a bottle, based on observation of insects
through a magnifying glass and knowledge about their activities.

Process

Resources

Create an Insect
l. · Carefully observe insects with a magnifying glass. Study their shapes,
colors, textures, and patterns. Look at Eric Carie's whimsical illustrations for
inspiration.
2. Fold oak tag in half. Cut into the fold to create unusual and symmetric
wings. Color the wings using Overwriters markers. Use the "under colors" first,
then decorate the wings in elaborate patterns with the "over colors."
3. Shape Model Magic to create an insect body. Make sure it will fit in the
bottle. Place wings over the body. Apply additional Model Magic to the
wings' center to attach them to the insect body.
4. Embed cut chenille stems or plastic coffee stirrers into the insect for features.
Use modeling tools to create texture. Air-dry the insect overnight.
5. Paint the insect with watercolors. Air-dry the paint.
6. Decorate your insect with glitter glue, feathers, or other craft materials. Air
dry the glue.
Design a Natural Habitat
l. Shape Model Magic to create a display base for your insect. Insert raffia,
twigs, or other natural elements into the base. Air-dry it overnight.
2. Watercolor the modeled base to reflect your imagined environment. Air-dry
the paint.
3. Glue the base to cardboard. Glue insect into the habitat. Air-dry the glue.
4. Place the plastic bottle over the model. Apply glue around the
circumference of the bottle. Roll and then wrap a coil of Model Magic over
and around the glue to seal the bottle to the cardboard. Air-dry the art.
5. Write a paragraph describing the model insect and its habitat.

Visual Arts Standard 2

Assessment

Tips

Ask parent and student volunteers to recycle
liter-size clear plastic bottles. Cut off the bottom
4 inches with scissors or a utility knife. Prepare
one container for each student. Volunteers also
can cut oak tag rectangles as well as cardboard
shapes that are slightly greater than the
circumference of the bottle openings.
Cover the painting area with newspaper.
Living Jewels by Poul Beckmann
Old Cricket by Lisa Wheeler
The Very Clumsy Click Beetle by Eric Carle
The Very Quiet Cricket by Eric Carle

Reflecting upon and assessing the characteristics
and merits of their work and the work of others.
Science Content Standard
Life Science

The characteristics of organisms
Unifying Concept & Process-Science As Inquiry

Evidence, models, and explanations
Abilities to do scientific inquiry
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Display student insect models in their enclosed environments. Ask students to analyze
and then match insect models and environments to descriptive writings. Summarize
learning.

..._., Artwork by students from
T Madison Elementary School, Colorado
Springs, Colorado.
Teacher: Judy Curtis

Background Information

A biosphere is a zone where life naturally occurs. Earth's biosphere
extends from the deep crust to the lower atmosphere. Insects account for
more than 50% of all animal and plant life on Earth. For the most part, insects
lead their lives quietly and go about their business unnoticed.
Beetles are just one species of insect. "Evolving over 250
million years, shaping themselves to fit every conceivable climate and
landscape on Earth, the order of Coleoptera-the beetles-has developed a
phantasmagorical diversity of shapes and sizes, colors, patterns and textures,"
according to Poul Beckman in Living Jewels. More than a million species of
every shape and form have been identified and several times that number
remain unnamed.
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Praying Mantis

1995
Artist unknown
Painted assembled metals
8 ½"x2"x3 ¾"
Pennsylvania
Private Collection

Beaded Scorpion

2004

Artist unknown
Aluminum wire, glass beads
8"x4"x 5 ¼"
South Africa
Private Collection
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Lubber Grasshopper

2004

Insect specimen
Species - Romaka guttatall
Southern USA
Private Collection

Tiny Tins Cricket

2004

Artist: Njabjga brothers, painted by
Weya community
Painted and assembled tin
¾"x 4 ½" x l 3/s'
Zimbabwe, Africa
Private Collection

Tiny Tins Red Fly

2004

Artist: Njabjga brothers, painted by
Weya community
Painted and assembled tin
3 ½" X 2 ¼" X 2 ¼"
Zimbabwe, Africa
Private Collection

Red Orange Butterfly

2004

Insect specimen
2"x 1 ½"x 1/16"
South American Rainforest
Private Collection
Iridescent Blue, Red & White Beetle

2004

Species - Chrysochroa rugicollis
3 ¼"x 1 ¾"x¾"
Malaysia
Private Collection
Iridescent Blue Butterfly

2004

Insect specimen
Species - Morpho peleides I.
4 ½" X 3 ½" X 1/16''
South America
Private Collection
Dragonffy Fossil

2002

5" X 5 ½" X 3/,6"
Private Collection
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